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**CAST** (in order of appearance)

1. Genevieve Boudreau
2. Dena Chiarcossi
3. Sarah Blair Irwin
4. Rochelle Kives
5. Tricia Lackey
6. Allison Mccaughey
7. Christina Pagel
8. Laska Sawade
9. Adam Stevenson
10. Ioana Theodora
11. Allison Toffan

**Additional Lyrics by Dena Chiarcossi & Tricia Lackey**

**Dialogue by Genevieve Boudreau**

---

**DIRECTOR’S NOTES**

Born in Paris in 1913 – legend has it she came into the world on top of a gendarme’s cape under a gas street-lamp – Edith Piaf at the peak of her career was France’s own superstar. Her tragic life, a life full of death, abandonment, destructive relationships, and substance abuse has been the subject of books, documentary films, dramatic films, and made for television biographies. She herself wrote her own biography, arguably a work of fiction. Despite the wealth of material chronicling her journey on this earth, it is through her music that the true spirit of the “Little Sparrow of Paris” can be felt. With this show we pay homage to her struggles by imagining the women of Paris whose own lives, loves and losses are so achingly evoked in the songs and stories that made a career.

*The services of Katherine Kaszas by special permission of Canadian Actors’ Equity Association.*

---

**PIAF – A LIFE IN SONG – MUSICAL NUMBERS**

**Intro** ............................................................................... Ensemble with Genevieve Boudreau as Piaf

**La Vie En Rose** .............................................................................. Sarah Sheps as young Piaf

**Bravo Pour Le Champagne** ................................................................. Ensemble

**Under Paris Skies** ................................................. Dena Chiarcossi, Christina Pagel, Tricia Lackey, Ioana Theodora, Allison Toffan, Laska Sawade & Ensemble

**My Friend John** ........................................... Christina Pagel, Rochelle Kives, Rebecca Townes, Allison Toffan, Dena Chiarcossi

**Autumn Leaves** .................................................................................. Rochelle Kives

**Il Fait Bon T’aime** ........................................................................... Rebecca Townes

**The Accordionist** ......................................................................... Tricia Lackey & Ensemble

**Dans Leur Baiser** ........................................................ Genevieve Boudreau

**Mon Legionnaire** ............................................................... Christina Pagel

**Dans Leur Braiser** ........................................................................ Genevieve Boudreau

**Marie Trottoir** ............................................................................. Genevieve Boudreau & Ensemble

**Heaven Have Mercy** ............................................................ Rebecca Townes & Ensemble

**Milord** .................................................................................. Allison Mccaughey, Dena Chiarcossi, Tricia Lackey, Laska Sawade, Allison Toffan & Ensemble

**Hymn To Love** .............................................................................. Dena Chiarcossi, featuring Genevieve Boudreau & Adam Stevenson in a Pas de Deux

**The Three Bells** ........................................................................... Joana Theodora as Piaf with Christina Pagel, Laska Sawade, Rebecca Townes & Ensemble

**Mon Dieu** .............................................................................. Joana Theodora as Piaf

**Je N’en Connais Pas** .............................................................. Sarah Blair Irwin as Piaf with Ensemble

**In Amsterdam** .............................................................................. Laska Sawade

**Les Amants de Paris** ................................................................. Dena Chiarcossi

**Je Sais Comment** ....................................................................... Allison Toffan

**Padam** .............................................................................. Sarah Blair Irwin as Piaf with Ensemble

**No Regrets-Finale** ........................................................................ Genevieve Boudreau as Piaf with Ensemble